
“She’s*a way out of the flat world 
blues!”Legendary awarded talent 
acclaim this celebrated artist of 
performance, the ineffable (Susan) 
SDrennan Gabriel. Notable in music, 
TV, & print as writer, singer, flautist, 
artist, speaker, awarded innovator 
honored songwriter from New York to 
LA, renowned as both elegant and 
eclectic.Dynamic solo artist.Diverse 
ensemble. 

2023 Horizon’s Touch World Tour 
concerts highlight a multimedia new 
podcast series: A NEW VOICE 
IMAGINES with original songs, jazz, 
visual art, satire, poetry & story, 
excerpts of commentary and self 
penned books.The series features 
community interaction and student 
engagement. 

An "electrifying" New York City debut 
placed Gabriel’s evolving stage 
production into an encore perch.  
“Brilliant, brava!” Pangea - Stephen 
Shanaghan. “Truly amazing” * NY Artistic 
Dir Kerry Wolf. 

The tour production originated in Los Angeles. ‘She’s the definition of soul” - LA producer John Fisher. 
“Extraordinary” Rocco Urbisci (HBO dir. George Carlin/Robin Williams/Lily Tomlin) directed TV aimed 
adaptation showcase of the project.  

“From page to stage” proceeds from creations support SuzeMuze Studio charitable project . 
“To brighten hearts isolated by trauma & tragedy.”  

A promo TV  FIAT commercial campaign brands Gabriel’s on-air talent, writing, and music.  
Gabriel’s career emerged from CNN & CBS affiliated origins in journalism as TV anchor & reporter. 
Creator of a community TV awarded global music arts initiative now under the SuzeMuze Studio 

umbrella benefits scores of students and communities. Narrator for The My Hero Project,   
innovator health outreach & educator of master class concerts. She attained two Master of Arts 
degrees in Eastern and Western Classics from St John’s College Graduate Institute (2022/2021).  

Guesting at New York’s legendary Birdland, the multi-faceted artist first attracted the attention of the late 
Special Tony awarded producer Michael Frazier (Lena Horne) when she wrote and performed her first 

musical. “She’s astounding,” Frazier remarked.  
Tour de force vocalist equal on flute, piano/keys add a little guitar (ukulele), she’s performed & recorded 

with all star musicians, served luminous personalities, actors, political figures.Tupelo Music Hall,The 
American Hotel, Catalina, The Equinox Resort, Smothers & Berkshire Theaters, Amagansett & Norman 

Williams Public Libraries, The Woodstock Inn, Longboat Key Club are among additional venues. 

Official website: https://suzemuze.studio/offerings  Contact: associate@suzemuze.studio    917-719-1271 
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